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Abstract 

 The purpose of this paper is to explore or discuss the management of traditional 

festivals as aspects of traditional theatre or festival theatre, using the management 

of Itu Aka Festival of Nguru Uboma Ahiaise as a paradigm. Nguru Uboma Ahiaise 

is a large community in Aboh Mbaise Local Government area of Imo State, 

Nigeria. The approach adopted by the study is carefully chosen in order to have 

the opportunity of sharing the management of the festival from pre-colonial 

Mbaise to the contemporary era. The management or planning of cultural events 

in traditional African societies vary from one local community to another local 

community, because, even the festivals, though sharing the common denominator 

as traditional festivals, also differ from one community to the other. However the 

fundamentals and basic features for their management remain similar. Adopting 

the expository approach, the study discusses the origin and management of Itu 

Aka Festival from pre-colonial period till date. The study highlights the 

responsibilities of the arts manager in relation to the traditional festival, bringing 

to limelight the extent to which the principles and practice of arts management are 
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used in the management of the festival for the purpose of posterity or future 

generation.  

 

Key Words: Arts Management,   Arts manager, Traditional/ Cultural 

Festival. 

 

Introduction 

Muyiwa Awodiya (2006, p. 43) defines arts management as “the 

organization and coordination of the various people working together in 

order to achieve the arts institution’s goals and objectives.” On the other 

hand, and more encompassing too, Ohiri (1999, p. 1), sees arts management 

as;  

the art and science of mobilizing and harmonizing human 

and materiel resources of the theatre production and 

spectacle in appropriate combinations at the right time and 

for the right audience into a whole- a production and theatre 

business- that can inform educate, entertain as well as 

maximize profit. 

 

Looking at the two definitions here, one can see that arts management is 

not only about managing the human resources or people, rather it involves 

the whole spectrum of management which has to do with management of 

man, material and money. This coordination is usually done by a person 

known as the arts manager. However, going by the Rockefeller Panel 

Report of 1965, an arts manger is much more than just a coordinator of a 

programme. Realizing that an arts manager has a whole lot of 

responsibilities, the report now gives the arts manager a broader 

perspective, thus;  

… a person who is knowledgeable in the art with which he is 

concerned, an impresario, labour negotiator, diplomat, 

educator, publicity and public relations expert, politician, 
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skilled businessman, a social sophisticate, a servant of the 

community, a tireless leader – becoming humble before 

authority – a teacher, a tyrant and a continuing student of the 

arts (Langley, 1990, p.23).  

 

This goes to show that arts management is not a child’s play and the person 

to manage it must know that he is for a serious business. 

 

Whenever the issue of theatre management is raised in the Nigerian 

society, most people see it as something strange or novel, because they seem 

to be more familiar with the other areas of specialization in the theatre, such 

as directing, playwriting, scenography, lighting, costume/make up, literary 

criticism, etc. However, they need not be blamed because it is possible that 

the misconception arises from the fact that theatre management as an area 

of specialization or a course in the theatre syllabus was introduced rather 

late to the school curriculum having been “first introduced into the syllabus 

of the Department of Theatre Arts, University of Ibadan in 1974” (Awodiya, 

2006, p. 57). All the same, the concept of theatre management is not new 

and should not appear strange to anybody because it has been with man 

from time immemorial, even before its inclusion in the school curriculum.  

 

The foremost history of theatre management in the western society 

could be traced back to Greece in the fifth century BC when theatrical 

activities and the management revolved around the Greek festivals. The 

City Dionysia was an annual festival in commemoration of the coming of 

Dionysus to Athens, held at the end of the month of March, and it lasted for 

several days. This festival was celebrated by the entire Greek world 

irrespective of creed and social status because it was both a civic and a 

religious ceremony. Its greatness became so emphasized that during the 

fifth century, it became an instrument through which the wealth and 

culture of Athens were displayed (Brockett, 1999, p. 53). The people of 

ancient Rome also had festivals they celebrated and managed. According 
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to Oscar G. Brockett, (1999, p. 53), Ludi Romani, a festival celebrated in 

honour of Jupiter was the oldest of all the festivals and it was celebrated 

every September, each year. Others were Ludi Plebbeii which was 

celebrated in November, each year; Ludi Apollinaire which was marked 

every July each year, Ludi Megalenses which was celebrated in April; Ludi 

Florodes celebrated in May every year and Ludi Ceriales celebrated every 

April each year.  

 

 Back home, one can recall that in the olden days a theatre practitioner 

would always invite his neighbours, kinsmen, friends, etc., to come and 

watch his performance. He made every arrangement to enable them be 

comfortable while watching the performance as members of the audience. 

At times they were allowed to watch the performance free of charge, or pay 

a little sum of money as a token of appreciation to the organizer of the 

performance. The organizer at times served them some refreshments such 

as water, soft drinks, groundnuts, biscuits, etc. 

 

 Furthermore, a community would invite a guest artist or a 

performance troupe to grace her community’s feast or festival; such as new 

yam festival, town hall opening, cultural day or thanksgiving day, to 

mention but a few. Such guest artists or troupes would have their welfare 

taken care of in cash or kind by the community, while the festival lasted. 

The negotiation was not done by the entire village or community. Rather, 

there would always be a coordinator, or someone placed in charge of the 

planning and execution of the whole programme. The coordinator would 

take care of the entire logistics, such as the publicity; the arrangement of the 

arena or venue, constructing the set, and so on. These logistics are the no 

other things than the constituents of theatre management, because 

everything that are involved in the planning and organizing of the feast or 

festival are all managerial functions. Corroborating with the foregoing, 

Chris Nwamuo (2005, p. 31) submits thus; 
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At times, guest performers, artistes and drummers were 

housed, fed, entertained and tipped from the common coffers. 

Such negotiations were finalized by arts administrators, fore-

runners or promoters in the community. The skilled 

administrator argued and haggled over charges, 

accommodation conditions, number of days of performance, 

place of performance and, at times, fringe benefits.  

 

       In Mbaise, Imo State, there are many festivals which are celebrated 

annually or periodically. In fact, almost every community in Mbaise 

celebrates one festival or the other which relates to some important events 

and landmarks in her life as a community. These festivals are really 

numerous and their names and purposes vary from one community to the 

other. In fact, an Mbaise son or daughter is rarely seen as patriotic or 

illustrious if he or she lacks this penchant for the culture and traditions of 

the land. Hence, it becomes necessary that the management of these 

festivals be documented and analysed in order to ensure their continual 

liveliness for posterity.  Mbaise people are people that like merry making 

so much. So they celebrate these festivals with much passion and 

enthusiasm. Besides the original intentions, the celebration of these festivals 

promotes social cohesion, community development and peaceful 

coexistence. 

  

The people of Mbaise have much penchant for these festivals to the 

extent that the Christianity which, no doubt, was embraced by the people 

in its totality as early as 1900 could not obliterate completely their belief in 

the efficacy of the festivals which have become part and parcel of their life 

as a people. Emphasizing on the degree of tenacity with which the Mbaise 

people hold their tradition, culture and festivals, Theophilus I. Okere 

(2000), submits thus; 

Today, most of the people we are referring to, while being 

very proud of their Mbaise tradition are now Christians and 
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predominantly, Catholic Christians. But it is interesting that 

they are carrying on in Christianity many of the practices of 

their ancestors embodying the beliefs described here while 

some of their neighbours with the same customs and beliefs 

still struggle with inhibitions, guilt and scruples about 

practices forbidden to them by ignorant foreign missionaries 

or by their indigenous successors (Preface).   

 

 Since the people of Mbaise have much penchant for these traditional 

festivals to the extent that their strong belief and faith in Christianity would 

not even cause them to abandon them, it becomes necessary then that the 

process of managing these festivals be studied and documented for 

posterity. 

The Pre – Colonial Itu - Aka Ngwuru 

 Itu - Aku is an age-long festival celebrated by the entire Ngwuru 

Uboma Ahia Ise in the Agbaja clan of Mbaise which is now part of the Aboh 

Mbaise Local Government Area. In the pre-colonial Mbaise, it was the 

festival that brought the entire Ngwuru Uboma Ahiaise community 

together. As the name implies, Itu Aka means “to point at” or “to point a 

finger towards a direction or towards something or somebody. It was a 

ceremony through which the elders and leaders of classical Ngwuru 

Uboma Ahiaise made demarcations or boundaries of farm lands among the 

members of their community before the annual farming season to avoid 

conflicts, disputes, quarrels and disagreements or misunderstandings that 

could threaten life and peaceful coexistence. So, this Itu Aka festival is 

celebrated between the months of January and March every year; that is, 

before the commencement of the farming season. 
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In the views of David Iheanacho (2012, p. 438),  

Itu Aka is a festival that seems to provide the final thread that 

connects ancient Ngwuru community with the myth of 

Chileke Oha of Orie Ukwu. Also the festival provides a link 

that unites the communities of Ezinihitte, Nguru and 

Enyiogugu community around the creation myth of Chileke 

Oha of Orie Ukwu. It seems to provide the final piece of the 

puzzle to show that the primogenitors of Nguru and 

Enyiogugu communities were all worshippers of Chileke Oha 

of Orie Ukwu. This is because the ritual of Itu Aka was a part 

of the complicated ritual with which the yearly celebration of 

Emume Ihu Chileke Orie Ukwu was accomplished. 

 

Three Parts of Itu Aka 

Jude T. Dioka (2000, p.33) advances that “Itu Aka Ngwuru Uboma Ahiaise 

has three parts: Ike Aka, Igwo Onwa and Itu Aka proper”. According to 

him;  

Ike aka is a period of relative calm, peace and tranquility - no 

quarrels, fighting, feuds, suits (and) police action. It is a 

retreat period. It is a declaration of peace and sanctity. During 

the Ike Aka part of Itu Aka, hands are tied against all 

provocations quarrelling, bickering and fighting. It is a 

discipline of communal action, of waiting till the go ahead 

order. 

 

So, Ike Aka is a period when the members of the community are forbidden 

to fight or have any dispute with one another and it is observed two weeks 

from Itu Aka day. On that day, all the traditional rulers of Ngwuru Uboma 

gather at the market square of the host community. They give advice that 

will promote peace and unity among the kinsmen and the Ngwuru 

community at large. During this period, it was forbidden to have funerals, 
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fighting, wrestling, bush burning etc. Nobody goes to farm from this period 

until after the Itu Aka proper. 

 

 The second stage of Itu Aka is the Igwo Onwa. This is a period of 

sober reflection, retreat and contemplation over the affairs of the families 

and the community in general. It is the stage that affords the people the 

opportunity for spiritual and emotional cleansing, confessions and 

reparations. On this day the traditional rulers and the entire traditional 

council of Nguru as well as other prominent sons of the community gather 

to discuss and reflect on issues that bother on sociopolitical and economic 

status of their community and chart a way forward for their communities. 

At the end of the session, prayers are said in thanksgiving to God for his 

blessings in the previous years and supplications are made for his favours 

and mercy in the years to come. There is also eating of Kola nuts and 

drinking of assorted wines as may be provided by the host community. 

 

The Itu Aka proper consists of “the general direction, the general 

festival, (and) the general jubilation, the collective assertion of the reality, 

relevance and validity of Ngwuru Uboma Ahiaise” (Iheanacho, 2012, p. 

440). On this day, all the people of the Nguru Uboma Ahiaise gather at the 

market square of the host community. They also have guests who are, 

usually, invited from neigbouring towns to witness the ceremony. The 

procession of the traditional rulers from the palace of the host community 

heralds the beginning of the day’s activities, which is always accompanied 

with twenty one cannon shots. At this juncture, an opening prayer is said 

and followed by breaking and blessing of kola nut which is shared to 

everybody present. The Ekpe dance is played and the communities 

represented by their traditional rulers and traditional council dance in 

turns. This session is spiced up with the firing of five cannon shots by each 

community signifying the Ahiaise (five markets) nature of Ngwuru Uboma. 

The five communities that take part in this festival are Ngwuru-Nweke, 
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Ngwuru-Nwekeoha, Ngwuru-Nweorie, Ngwuru-Nweafor and Ngwuru-

Nwenkwo. 

 

The climax of this festival proper is the giving out of yam tubers by 

the host community to all the kinsmen in Nguru Uboma which would be 

planted in their farmlands at their boundaries with other communities. The 

gesture is also extended to their guests from far and wide who then 

appreciate the community with any reasonable amount of money. A lot of 

traditional dances are displayed during this ceremony; they include; Ekpe, 

Abigbo, Agbachaa Ekurunwa, Ekereavu, Ogbengelenge, Nkwaji, etc. 

 

The traditional ruler of the host community who is usually referred 

to as the “Uboma” of the year, also uses the opportunity to confer 

chieftaincy titles on illustrious sons and daughters of the community. He 

may also extend such to non-indigenes who have contributed to the welfare 

and development of the community. The ceremony usually comes to a close 

with the firing of twenty-one cannon shots and the departure of the 

traditional council. 

 

Contemporary Celebration and Management of Itu Aka Nguru Uboma    

Ahiaise Cultural Festival 

Itu Aka is an age long festival celebrated by the people of Nguru Uboma 

Ahiaise of the present day Aboh Mbaise Local Government Area of Imo 

State, Nigeria. It was then characterized by some rituals and sacrifices just 

like other traditional festivals then because the people of Nguru were, 

originally, adherents of the African traditional religion. However, at the 

acceptance of the Christian religion in the early 1900, all the festivals that 

were not rooted in Christianity were abandoned, including the Itu Aka 

Nguru. But, after several years, the people of Nguru realized that their 

history as a people cannot be complete without mention being made of this 

ancestral heritage of pointing at the land boundaries before the farming 

season known as Itu Aka. So, they decided to revive it, and to make it 
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Christianity compliant, they removed all the features of paganism in the 

festival. 

 

So, the festival, as we have it today, is a resultant effect of the efforts 

made by some prominent personalities in Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. Such 

persons were; Ambassador Gaius Anoka, one time director of Imo State 

Council for Arts and Culture, Professor C. C. Nwachukwu (President 

General Emeritus, Nguru Development Union). Others were the traditional 

rulers of some of the autonomous communities in Nguru Uboma Ahiaise, 

namely, Eze Godson Waturuocha, (Eze Udo of Nguru), Eze Edmund 

Osuagwu (Durujiaku Uboma I of Nguru Nwe Nkwo) and some other 

illustrious and prominent men of Nguru. These men revived and reformed 

the Itu Aka Nguru festival, removing all the practices that amounted to 

fetishism from it in order to make the Christians participate actively in the 

celebration of the festival. Since the historical reformation and revival, the 

Itu Aka ceremony has assumed a very prominent place in the lives of all 

patriotic sons and daughters of Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. It is worthy of note 

that it now starts with a celebration of the Holy Mass (Catholic Christian 

worship) because the community, Nguru Uboma Ahiaise, just like other 

communities in Mbaise, is predominantly a catholic community. All the 

citizens now see Itu Aka Nguru festival as an agrarian festival (festival that 

promotes the interest of farmers) which reiterates and reinforces the essence 

of agriculture every year. The maiden edition of the reformed Itu Aka 

festival was celebrated in February, 1992 and it was really a ceremony in 

grand style. In fact, a total of five cows, signifying the five market areas of 

Nguru, were killed for that celebration. Itu Aka has continued to be 

celebrated annually with great pomp and pageantry since 1992 till 2019 

(Nwachukwu, 2019, personal interview). The major stakeholders or arts 

managers of Itu Aka Nguru are the members of the traditional council of 

Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. 
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The preparatory or preliminary observances of the Itu Aka now hold on 

the second Saturday and third Saturday of February, for Ike Aka and Igwo 

Onwa, respectively; while the Itu Aka proper holds on the fourth Saturday 

of February. The Itu Aka Nguru festival is managed by the Uboma in 

Council. This is not only the apex leadership body in Nguru Uboma 

Ahiaise, but also the traditional council of Nguru Uboma Ahiaise in its 

enlarged form. The Uboma in Council comprises the following: 

1. The Uboma 

2. The traditional rulers of all the autonomous communities in Nguru. 

3. Nde ji okwa na Nguru 

4. Nguru Development Union (NDU) National Executive Committee, 

and 

5. Nde Nwigbe Nguru 

1. The Uboma Nguru 

The traditional stool of Nguru Uboma rotates among the autonomous 

communities in Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. So, every year, the market area 

where the stool is, produces the Uboma of that year. The five market areas 

are: Nguru Nwe Eke Oha, Nguru Nwe Orie, Nguru Nwe Afor Ajala, Nguru 

Nwe Nkwo and Nguru Nwe Eke. This Uboma must be from among the 

traditional rulers in that market area. For instance, there are two 

autonomous communities in Nguru Nwe Nkwo, namely; Nguru Nwe 

Nkwo Autonomous Community and Obetiti Nguru Autonomous 

Community. When the stool of Uboma got to their area in 2010/2011, it was 

occupied by HRH Eze Damian Njoku of Nguru Nwe Nkwo Autonomous 

Community; and when it was their turn again in the year 2016/2017, HRH, 

Eze R. A. Amadi, occupied it, since he is the traditional ruler of Obetiti 

which is the second autonomous community in Nguru Nwe Nkwo. The 

traditional stool is transferred to the next host during august every year 

during the period of Iri Ji Mbaise festival. The Uboma of the year is always 

in charge of organizing Itu Aka of that year. He appoints members of the 

Local Organizing Committee (LOC) from his autonomous community. 
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2. The Traditional Rulers of Nguru 

 The five market areas of Nguru Uboma Ahiaise have produced ten 

autonomous communities. It is the traditional rulers of these ten 

autonomous communities that make up the Uboma-in-Council and the 

annual Ubomaship rotates among them according to the order of seniority 

of the market areas 

 

3. Nde ji okwa na Nguru 

These are traditional ministers of Nguru who are drawn from the five 

market areas of Nguru Uboma Ahiaise; three from each market area. They 

are fifteen members in all and each of them goes by a title that signifies what 

he does for Nguru Uboma Ahiaise or the area he serves the entire Nguru 

clan. Their titles are as follows: 

1. Onaka Nguru – Traditional Prime Minister 

2. Ode Nguru – Secretary 

3. Olu Nguru – Minister of Information 

4. Zimoha Nguru – Minister of External Affairs 

5. Ngu Nguru – Minister of Economic Development 

6. Onyike Nguru – Minister of Works And Services 

7. Nvuru Nguru – Minister of Defense 

8. Uko Nguru – Minister of Rolls and Records  

9. Mbazu Nguru – Minister of Agriculture 

10. Ofo Nguru – Minister of Justice 

11. Ogirishi Nguru – Minister of Tradition And Culture 

12. Okoro Nmawukwu Nguru – Minister of Police Affairs 

13. Nwudu Nguru – Minister of the Treasury 

14. Nkari Nguru – Minister of Arts 

15. Abosi Nguru – Minister of Spiritual and Religious Affairs. 

They are fifteen in number because the constitutional submission of Nguru 

Uboma Ahiaise has it that each of the five market areas must produce three 

ministers (Ano Anyanwu, 2018, p. 27). 
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4. Nguru Development Union National Executive Committee 

This is the Executive Committee members of Nguru Development Union, 

federated which is led by the President General of Nguru Development 

Union. 

 

5. Nde Nwigbe Nguru 

These are daughters of Nguru who are also married to Nguru men (omuru 

na Nguru, luo na Nguru). They are treated with high respect and value 

because they are seen as being so worthy and beautiful; hence, their 

kinsmen did not allow men from outside Nguru to marry them because 

they wish to retain the beauty and prestige in their land.  So, they are 

illustrious daughters who have excelled in their respective field of life 

endeavour to attain a very prestigious status; hence the Uboma appoints 

them into the Uboma in Council as Nwigbe Nguru. 

 

The relevance of Itu Aka Nguru Uboma Ahiaise 

Itu aka is a festival that promotes peace, and development through the 

disciplines observed during the three consecutive weeks of Itu Aka festival. 

First, the Ike Aka (tying of the hand) which takes place during the second 

week of February. This is known as a period or week of peace; nobody 

fights nobody quarrels and nobody settles disputes. So, during this period, 

everybody realizes the need or essence of peaceful living within the family 

and the larger community. To show how important or sacred this week is, 

the Uboma of the year and the Olu Nguru – Minister of Information, 

accompanied by other traditional rulers and traditional ministers,  go extra 

mile to proclaim the essence of the period to all the five market areas. They 

do not just assume that everyone knows what must be done during the 

period. To further demonstrate this sacredness of the Ike Aka period, all the 

community and village local courts, otherwise known as Aladimma are 

made to be on recession or vacation until the periodical observance is 

concluded with the Itu Aka proper (Ohanu, 2019, p.28). 
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Secondly, the Igwo Onwa which takes place during the third week 

in February is also given serious attention by all and sundry. It is a period 

of retreat, recollection, or introspective assessment by all the citizens of 

Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. They also gather to reason together on how to move 

their communities forward. They discuss issues that affect their life as a 

community and try to proffer solution to anything seen as a challenge 

against the growth and general wellbeing of their communities. The period 

is also a period devoted to brainstorming on what can be done in order to 

remain united and peaceful, bearing in mind that no community can attract 

developmental projects when they are in crisis, either internally or 

externally. 

Thirdly, is the Itu Aka proper which is done on the third week of the 

festival period? This is the day all the patriotic people of Nguru Uboma 

Ahiaise gather together to celebrate their oneness and common heritage. All 

the traditional rulers, the traditional ministers and all prominent citizens of 

Nguru Uboma Ahiaise converge at the ancestral Centre of Nguru Uboma 

Ahiaise to celebrate and felicitate with friends and relatives. In fact, it is a 

convocation of the people that matter in Nguru Uboma Ahiaise in 

particular and Mbaise in general.  

The activities of the day include the following:  

 Thanksgiving Mass at Sacred Heart Parish, Nguru Centre at 

12 noon 

 Guests are seated 

 Introduction of the Master of Ceremonies and guests 

 Ushering in the NDU President General 

 Ushering in Uboma of the Year and Ndi Eze Nguru 

 Opening Prayer 

 Presentation of Kola nuts 

 Address by NDU President General 

 Speech from the Royal Throne by the Uboma of the Year 

 Opening of Yam barn/Ekpe Dance by the Uboma of the Year 

 Yam taking, speeches and appreciations 
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 Itu Aka Nguru by the Uboma of the Year 

 Dance by guest cultural dance troupes 

 Refreshments 

 Vote of thanks and Closing Remarks 

 Closing Prayer 

The celebration of church service especially, the Holy Mass, at the 

Sacred Heart Parish Nguru Centre is very necessary because Itu Aka is 

actually a festival that calls for special and great thanksgiving to God for 

the gift of life and bountiful harvest. The Nguru Uboma Ahiaise believes 

that it is God that protects them from one farming season to the other and 

also blesses the works of their hands exemplified in agriculture or farming 

(Nwachukwu, 2019, personal interview). 

 

As they gather, the President of Nguru Development Union 

National reads his welcome address. The next is the address of welcome by 

the current Uboma; that is, the Uboma of the year. He also thanks God in a 

special way for his blessings and protection over the year and then welcome 

all those present at the annual Itu Aka festival. Those present may include, 

sons/ daughters of Nguru, friends, in-laws, relatives from far and near, 

government officials, captains of industry, cultural troupes, politicians, etc. 

This Uboma’s address is followed by the welcome address or speech by the 

President General of Nguru Development Union National, in which he 

usually welcomes all the Nguru citizens, friends and relatives to the 

legendary festival of Itu Aka Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. 

 

Then comes the display of different types of traditional dances which are 

rich in choreography, costumes and aesthetics. The major point of attraction 

is the display of the famous Ekpe dance which is a highly revered music in 

Mbaise land. It is this Ekpe dance that ushers in the Uboma of the year and 

his entourage into the arena with canon shots and great applause and 

jubilation all over the festival arena. 
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At this juncture, as the Uboma of the year is ushered in, he proceeds to 

declare the years farming season open amidst the great cheering and 

jubilation. 

 

The highlight and of course the most important and significant aspect of the 

Itu Aka festival is the instruction or admonition by the Uboma to all the 

citizens of Nguru to make the years farming peaceful by each person 

cultivating on his or her own land, with much respect for the boundaries 

which are ancient landmarks or demarcations on the farmland. The 

Uboma’s admonition is followed by the official and traditional distribution 

of yam seedlings to all the five market areas. As he does this, he reiterates 

the need for them to maintain peace all through the farming season. 

 

The management of the festival is divided into three stages; namely; 

the Ike Aka, Igwo Onwa and the Itu Aka proper. The management process 

is located within the activities of the following stakeholders. The Uboma of 

the year, the traditional rulers of all the autonomous communities in 

Nguru, the traditional ministers, the local Organizing committee which is 

usually set by the Uboma of the year which is the traditional ruler of the 

host community, and the executive committee members of Nguru 

Development Union National. 

 

Publicity: When the Uboma of the year proclaims that the Itu Aka 

festival will hold in the month of February, it is the duty of the minister of 

information, the Olu Nguru, to make sure that the information gets to the 

grass root of all the communities in Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. So the 

information minister, accompanied by all the traditional rulers and 

ministers, goes round all the autonomous communities to announce to 

them that Nguru Ekeele Aka- meaning that Nguru has tied her hands. Hence, 

everybody must endeavour to observe the discipline of Ike aka by not 

fighting or quarrelling during the period; not engaging in the settlement of 

any dispute privately or publicly during the periods, in fact, it is a very 
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serious announcement which the minister employs the aid of a public 

address system, just to make sure that the announcement is clearly heard 

by all the people of Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. As they visit the communities 

for this exercise, each community comes out to their market square to 

receive them warmly. They also offer them gifts, such as goat, kola nuts, 

drinks, etc. The announcement by the information minister, Olu Nguru, 

also conveys the dates for the three stages: the Ike Aka, the Igwo Onwa and 

the Itu Aka proper. He also announces the community and the Uboma of 

the year where the festival will be hosted. (Nwachukwu, C.C, 2019, 

personal interview). 

 

The publicity is further carried out through announcements in all the 

meetings or gatherings of all the Nguru Development Union branches 

nation-wide and in the Diaspora. They also announce it at the churches, the 

markets and all the village meetings or Aladimma holding all over the 

autonomous communities in Nguru, According to Nwachukwu C.C (2019, 

personal interview), the publicity is also extended to the media houses, both 

electronic and print media. The members of the Local Organizing 

Committee go to the radio and television houses to make announcement; 

they buy slots for interactive session on the festival few days prior to the Itu 

Aka proper. The discussion is usually done by the Uboma of the year and 

the Olu Nguru- Minister of Information. Some of the illustrious sons and 

daughters of Nguru also buy request cards to congratulate the Uboma, the 

traditional rulers the ministers and the entire Nguru Uboma Ahiaise 

community. All these contribute in giving the Itu Aka festival a wide 

publicity. 

 

Funding: The festival is funded by the autonomous communities, the 

Nguru Development Union (NDU) and sometimes, some illustrious sons 

and daughters of Nguru Uboma Ahiaise. The Uboma is the chief 

coordinator for the fund raising. He asks the respective traditional rulers to 

bring certain amount from his autonomous community for the Itu Aka 
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project and they always comply. Furthermore, Nwachukwu (2019, personal 

interview) revealed that all the branches of Nguru Development Union 

(NDU) also contribute to the budget for the festival. There is no head levy 

on the individuals but the communities and unions fund the festival 

through the Uboma of the year and the traditional rulers. Once in a while, 

the festival enjoys sponsorship from cooperate bodies such as Seaman, the 

producers of Seaman Aromatic Schnapps and few other companies. 

 

The Itu Aka Day Proper  

The preparation for the Itu Aka day proper starts with the 

preparation of the venue by the members of the Local Organizing 

Committee. The main responsibility of the members of the Local 

Organising committee is to prepare the festival arena for the festival on the 

Itu Aka day proper.  

 

They provide shades, canopies, seats, tables and also take care of all the 

logistics for the performance.  They also beautify the venue by inviting 

professionals to equally decorate the place. 

 

The day of Itu Aka begins at 12 noon, with a Holy Mass celebrated 

at the Sacred Heart Catholic Parish Nguru Centre because Nguru is a 

predominantly Catholic community. After the Holy Mass, all the people 

move to the arena for the festival where they are welcome with different 

kinds of traditional music and dance, including the Ekpe music, which is 

considered the king of all music in Mbaise land. The traditional rulers come 

inside the festival arena, one after the other, accompanied by friends and 

well-wishers and a traditional dance group of choice. The Uboma of the 

year also comes in accompanied by the traditional ministers, friends and 

well-wishers, and a special traditional music. 

 

The music and all forms of noise stop for special greeting or 

salutation from the traditional rulers, traditional ministers and all the 
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prominent sons of Nguru who are present at the moment. The greeting is 

followed by the official Opening prayer and presentation of Kola nut which 

is the symbol of welcome in Igboland; each titled man brings four native 

kola nuts to the festival arena. Then comes the greeting and official opening 

address of the President General of Nguru Development Union (NDU), 

National and the special address of the Itu Aka festival by the Uboma of the 

Year. The Uboma of the year is equally the chairman of the occasion.  The 

next is the opening of the yam barn which is temporally constructed at one 

side within the festival arena. This is done amidst much fanfare as all the 

traditional music or dance troupes are allowed to perform simultaneously 

to herald the opening of the yam barn. Each of the Ezes comes out with any 

traditional music of his choice, dances round the arena and goes back to his 

seat. The most popular traditional dance at this time is the Ekpe. But there 

are villages who do not dance Ekpe; hence they dance Nkwa ji, 

Ogbongelenge, Ekereavu, Abigbo, etc. 

 

Now, the climax of the Itu Aka festival takes place as the Uboma of 

the year comes out and calls all his sons, that is, the communities that make 

up the Nguru Uboma Ahiaise and gives those instructions regarding the 

year’s farming. He tells them where to farm yam seedling for the year’s 

farming. After the communities, some illustrious sons who have been 

officially selected by their communities also come out to collect the yam 

seedlings with some token amount of money in appreciation that they have 

been found worthy by their communities to be partakers of the annual Itu 

Aka festival. Other friends and well-wishers from outside Nguru Uboma 

Ahiaise, who are present at the festival, also come to collect yam seedling 

for planting and they equally shows appreciation with some token amount 

of money. This Itu Aka proper is done amidst much jubilation and funfair. 

Gun shots are released in their hundreds to show the people’s joy for being 

alive to celebrate the year’s planting season enshrined in the Itu Aka 

festival. 
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 After the giving out of the yam seedlings by the Uboma, the Itu Aka 

ceremony is deemed concluded. However, the community, friends and 

well-wishers accompany the Uboma home as a make of honour. The 

festival automatically continues at the Uboma’s palace. The people are 

treated to sumptuous meals and special drinks, traditional music continues 

to warm up the place and entertain the people until night falls.    

 

Welfare of Artistes and Audience 

All the artistes or performing troupes from all the communities are 

given opportunity to display. This is actually a competition which the best 

dancers are awarded prizes by the organizers of the festival. Sometimes, 

guest dance troupes are also invited to compete with those of the 

communities (Nwachukwu, 2019, personal interview). This particular 

activity has made it mandatory for every community in Nguru Uboma, 

even villages and groups to strive to have a dance troupe that they can 

present during the annual Itu Aka dance competition and the people are 

happy about it. This is commendable because it strengthens their 

relationship ties and keeps them abreast with their native culture and 

tradition. 

 

 The visitors are served refreshments to their fill at the different 

homes in Nguru Uboma Ahiaise and at the Arena. When they also 

accompany the Uboma to his palace, they are also treated to a feast of 

assorted delicacies.  On this day, nobody cares to know who the guest is 

before receiving him and serving him food. All they care about is that one 

has come for the festival and it is their pleasure to host you. 

Security: The leadership of Nguru Development Union (NDU) liaises with 

the police and they send some officers to help in securing the people during 

the performance at the arena. The Local Vigilante group which consists of 

the youth of Nguru also helps to maintain peace and order during the 

festival. 
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Conclusion 

The Itu Aka Nguru is a festival aimed at promoting peace and unity among 

brothers and sisters before, during and after farming season. It is 

community development complaint because no community can develop if 

there is no unity and peace for this is a necessary condition for progress or 

development. The major developmental effect of the Itu Aka Nguru festival 

is the securing of a piece of land and the subsequent erection of the Nguru 

Development Union Complex which is still ongoing. Others are the award 

of scholarship to deserving students of Nguru Uboma and the 

establishment of Nguru Development Union (NDU) in all the cities of the 

federation where Nguru people reside. The festival also causes people to 

renovate or even build new houses in order to have a befitting place to 

receive their guests during the Itu Aka festival, thereby giving the entire 

community a facelift.  
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